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April Morning, Howard Fast 1992
a study guide for howard fast s april morning excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this concise study guide
includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions for further reading
and much more for any literature project trust novels for students for all of your research needs

A Study Guide for Howard Fast's "April Morning" 2017-07-25
a study guide for howard fast s april morning excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this concise study guide
includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions for further reading
and much more for any literature project trust novels for students for all of your research needs

April Morning 2002-01-16
howard fast s bestselling coming of age novel about one boy s introduction to the horrors of war amid the brutal first battle
of the american revolution on april 19 1775 musket shots ring out over lexington massachusetts as the sun rises over the
battlefield fifteen year old adam cooper stands among the outmatched patriots facing a line of british troops determined to
defend his home and prove his worth to his disapproving father cooper is about to embark on the most significant day of his
life the battle of lexington and concord will be the starting point of the american revolution and when cooper becomes a man
sweeping in scope and masterful in execution april morning is a classic of american literature and an unforgettable story of
one community s fateful struggle for freedom this ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare
photos from the author s estate

A Study Guide for Howard Fast's "April Morning" 2016-06-29
divdiva couple in washington dc is torn apart when a friend is accused of treason divdivjane and david graham live upper
middle class lives in mid century washington dc jane minds the home with the help of a fulltime maid and david works at the
treasury department but when the fbi visits their house one evening to ask questions about a friend s political beliefs the
answers the two give separately cause them both to wonder whether they truly know each other soon nothing is certain as
the ideological fears plaguing the nation threaten to destroy jane and david s family divdiv divdivhoward fast s first play
thirty pieces of silver was performed in several countries from australia to europe and offers an insightful look at the
destructive power of reactionary politics in america divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast
including rare photos from the author s estate div div

April Morning 2011-12-13
divfast s powerful denunciation of spanish dictator francisco franco and a remarkable historical document of spain s fight for
freedom from governmental oppression div divhoward fast was a longtime proponent of the antifascist movement in spain
during the spanish civil war fast supported a hospital for popular front forces and in 1950 he was sentenced to three months
in jail for refusing to give the names of other supporters of that hospital to the house un american activities committee in
this pamphlet published in 1951 fast gives an overview of spain under the rule of general francisco franco including the mass
strikes that were organized to weaken him fast s fervent appeals to readers to reject american military agreements with
spain demonstrate his passionate opposition to fascism as fast writes spain fights on and in those three words there is a
miracle there is no spanish worker professional intellectual or peasant who strikes a blow for freedom without our being
intimately concerned divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the
author s estate div

Thirty Pieces of Silver 2011-12-13
howard fast one of the most prolific american writers of the 20th century has enjoyed wide popularity for his writing and
suffered from great notoriety for his politics but has never been given full credit for his contribution to the essential tales of
american culture the american revolution and immigrant acculturation although his novels have sold close to eighty million
copies this is the first book length critical study of his work in addition to an overview of his fiction it offers close critical
readings of his historical novels of the american revolution citizen tom paine april morning and his most recent seven days in
june his novels about slavery freedom road and spartacus and his popular series about the american experience the
immigrants a biographical chapter is partly based on an extensive interview granted by fast exclusively for this book a
comprehensive bibliography completes the work this critical study begins with a biographical chapter that links life and
works showing how fast transmuted his experience into fiction macdonald asserts that for all fast s notoriety as a communist
in the 1940s and 1950s his works show him to be deeply committed to the principles that inspired the american revolution a
chapter on literary background discusses all of fast s major works and most of his minor ones placing the historical novels
into literary context and the other works into their genre traditions the remaining six chapters focus on his most important



individual novels each novel is analyzed for plot structure characterization and thematic elements in addition macdonald
defines and applies alternative critical perspectives from which to read each novel a genealogy table for the immigrants
series and a complete up to date bibliography of all of fast s nearly one hundred published works as well as selected reviews
and background reading make this study invaluable for research and critical understanding this study of fast s classic works
of historical fiction will aid the student and support the interdisciplinary american history literature curriculum

Spain and Peace 2011-12-27
bestselling author howard fast s final novel a page turning tale of intrigue power and betrayal set in one of america s
wealthiest suburbs greenwich follows a diverse cast of characters in one of the country s most affluent towns greenwich
connecticut when evidence emerges that richard castle a wealthy ex government official approved the 1980 killings of jesuit
priests and nuns in el salvador castle must find a way to save himself from his ruthless former colleagues who are bent on
keeping the past buried any way they can told with fast s typical brisk pacing greenwich explores the links between wealth
and power and the violence waged to maintain them this ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including
rare photos from the author s estate

Howard Fast 1996-08-28
howard fast s controversial essay on the proper role of literature offering insight into his life and works in this 1950 essay
howard fast argues that all writers have a duty to reflect the truth of the world in their works particularly regarding social
justice fast s treatise on literary criticism allows for a fuller understanding of his early novels in which his political beliefs
remain inseparable from his writing literature and reality which fast wrote around the time of the 1949 peekskill riots offers a
unique window into his worldview during the mid twentieth century this ebook features an illustrated biography of howard
fast including rare photos from the author s estate

Greenwich 2011-12-27
divdivfast s fascinating biography of joseph broz known to the world as tito including his rise to power and his remarkable
stand against fascism divdivthe world was mired in the second world war when howard fast wrote the incredible tito upon
the book s publication in 1944 there was still no united yugoslavia the axis controlled most of europe and d day was only in
the planning stages in the balkans tito was a beacon of hope against the advancing nazis he led a force of resistance fighters
that bedeviled the occupying german army throughout slavic regions and empowered people s committees to act as local
government in all liberated areas for observers on the political left tito seemed uniquely poised to unite the east and west
against fascism once and for all divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos
from the author s estate div div

Literature and Reality 2011-12-27
divbestselling author howard fast s straightforward introduction to zen meditation div divhoward fast began to formally
practice zen meditation after turning away from communism in 1956 the art of zen meditation originally published by the
antiwar political collective peace press in 1977 is the fruit of fast s study a brief and instructive history of zen buddhism and
its tenets written with a simplicity that is emblematic of the philosophy itself fast s study of zen also inspired his popular
masao masuto mystery series about a zen buddhist detective in beverly hills which he published under the pseudonym e v
cunningham divdiv divdivthe art of zen meditation is illustrated with twenty three beautiful photographs divdiv divdivthis
ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate div

The Incredible Tito 2011-12-13
a chapter on literary background discusses all of fast s major works and most of his minor ones placing the historical novels
into literary context and the other works into their genre traditions the remaining six chapters focus on his most important
individual novels each novel is analyzed for plot structure characterization and thematic elements in addition macdonald
defines and applies alternative critical perspectives from which to read each novel

The Art of Zen Meditation 2011-12-27
this edition brings the story of 20th century southern politics up to the present day and the virtual triumph of southern
republicanism it considers the changes in party politics leadership civil rights and black participation in southern politics

Howard Fast 1996-08-28
the new york times bestselling author of spartacus evokes the postwar jewish american experience through the story of a



compassionate but conflicted rabbi after witnessing the inhumanity and devastating suffering of dachau chaplain david
hartman returns to post world war ii america seeking meaning and purpose as a young rabbi he accepts a post in the sleepy
waspy connecticut suburb of leighton ridge where a handful of jewish families want to build a religious community
accompanied by his lively wife lucy a self proclaimed jewish atheist and aided by a kindred spirit in the local congregational
minister david meets skepticism with sincerity and poverty with humility and humor and faces anti semitism with quiet
courage over the next quarter century david and his family and congregation weather the social upheavals of mccarthyism
the establishment of israel s statehood the trial and execution of the atom spies civil rights marches and vietnam war
protests david finds both his faith and his marriage tested as he continues to struggle with feeling marginalized as a rabbi
and a jew in american society haunted by the holocaust and challenged to respond to the prejudice inequality and
warmongering he sees locally and nationally capturing a tumultuous time when humanity was rapidly figuring out how to
destroy itself and eager to declare god if not dead then irrelevant howard fast s sweeping historical novel offers an
intimately personal portrayal of a rabbi s life and fearlessly probes questions of personal morality spiritual identity and social
responsibility that continue to resonate in the twenty first century this ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast
including rare photos from the author s estate

Being Red: A Memoir 2015-06-01
div the general zapped an angel was written for fun and offers me a chance to smile at the absurdity of human existence
therefore these stories of fantasy and science fiction are among the most serious writing i have done howard fast div
divnearly forty years after the publication of his first story the wrath of purple in the science fiction magazine amazing
stories howard fast returned to the genre with a set of nine supremely entertaining tales in this collection a vietnam general
shoots down what appears to be an angel a man sells his soul to the devil for a copy of the next day s wall street journal and
a group of alien beings bestow a mouse with human thought and emotion fast one of the bestselling authors of the twentieth
century skewers war hawks oil speculators and profit at all costs capitalism issues that are still relevant today divdiv
divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate div

The Outsider 2011-12-27
divtwo tales of speculative fiction from bestselling author howard fast div divthe hunter and the trap presents two thrilling
and suspenseful stories by howard fast one of the most prolific authors of the twentieth century in the hunter celebrated but
down on his luck novelist andrew bell returns to new york from an african safari only to find himself the prey in someone else
s big game hunt bell must seek the help of an old friend in order to escape with his life divdiv divdivin the trap an ex soldier
is tasked with traveling the world to find children for a daring social and scientific experiment in a secret compound in
california a group of government funded us scientists are attempting to win the cold war by developing a race of super
humans isolated from the shortcomings of human society and nurtured to their full potential these brilliant children begin to
develop powers including telekinesis and telepathy which represent the next leap in human development divdiv divdivthese
two engrossing stories are at once horrifying thrilling tragic and uplifting demonstrating fast s range and versatility divdiv
divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate div

The General Zapped an Angel 2011-12-27
diva collection of thirteen stunning stories by one of the most celebrated american writers of the twentieth century div diva
follow up to his 1970 science fiction collection the general zapped an angel fast s book of thirteen new science fiction stories
is brisk and engrossing in the hoop a scientist builds a portal to an unknown destination which the mayor of new york city
hijacks to use as a garbage dump until the location s surprising and hilarious revelation and in the egg set three thousand
years in the future a research team discovers an egg something they have never seen before cryogenically frozen in a
nuclear bunker these thirteen stories are bizarre hilarious poignant and sure to entertain divdiv divdivthis ebook features an
illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate div

The Hunter and the Trap 2011-12-27
diva new york detective s investigation of a catholic priest s murder leads him to a shocking drug plot that reaches the
highest seats of american power div divdetective mel freedman s life changes forever the day joe cullen walks into his new
york city office to confess to murder cullen a pilot and vietnam veteran has come to admit his guilt in the murder of an
american priest thrown from a helicopter to his death in the jungles of el salvador 800 feet below but when a prostitute to
whom cullen also confessed turns up dead freedman quickly realizes that there is much more to cullen s story than meets
the eye as he digs deeper into the mystery freedman unravels a tangled web of conspiracy stretching from the cocaine
fields of central america all the way to cia headquarters divdiv divdivtense and thought provoking the confession of joe
cullen is a powerful thriller about government corruption and the individuals who try to combat it by one of the most
masterful american writers of the twentieth century divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast
including rare photos from the author s estate div



A Touch of Infinity 2011-12-27
telling the story of the capture trial and execution of a hessian drummer boy by americans during the revolution this novel
provides an opportunity to explore the difficult moral positions of war along with the complications of the quaker family who
hid and sheltered the boy

The Confession of Joe Cullen 2011-12-27
stories of courage against oppression by one of twentieth century america s most fearless writers these nineteen stories
follow the paths of men and women immigrants minorities and the poor suffering from injustice and inequality written in the
1940s fast s clear eyed and lively tales examine a world reeling from war and plagued by social unrest with stories set in
new york city europe and india this collection shares a remarkable global vision written during the rising communist scare
departure is a defiantly leftist portrait of a complex and ever changing world this ebook features an illustrated biography of
howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate

The Hessian 1996
divdivsixteen stories that depict america and the world emerging from the wreckage of world war ii div divfrom a glimpse of
coca cola s first appearance in a remote part of the arabian desert to the tale of a wealthy paranoid man building a shelter
after the first hydrogen bomb tests the stories in the last supper depict a world coming to grips with the new post war reality
as always howard fast has an ear for the way history echoes through the generations and his tales of american ascendency
are complemented by crisp fictional portraits of the country s earliest days including three stories drawn from the life of
colonial statesman samuel adams divdiv divdivcompelling and insightful the last supper is an absorbing collection of mid
century americana and a window into the mind of one of the country s greatest modern writers divdiv divdivthis ebook
features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate div div

Departure 2011-12-13
a novel based on the controversial case of two immigrants executed for murder in 1927 from the 1 new york times
bestselling author of spartacus seven years two trials and three appeals after their arrest for robbery and murder in 1920
anarchists nicola sacco and bartolomeo vanzetti await execution in their prison cells supporters around the world have
passionately argued their innocence particularly when celestino madeiros a young mobster confesses to the murders along
with other members of his gang but no retrial is ordered on august 23 1927 sacco and vanzetti are executed howard fast s
heartrending fictional account offers a window into the thoughts and feelings of a presumed innocent sacco and vanzetti and
is a withering indictment of the american justice system this ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including
rare photos from the author s estate

The Last Supper 2011-12-13
divfast s book on his break with the communist party and a riveting tribute to the importance of justice and beauty over
dogma and rigidity div divthe naked god is howard fast s public repudiation of the communist party of which he was a
devoted member for thirteen years until reading about the full scope of atrocities committed by the soviet union under stalin
the bestselling author of spartacus and citizen tom paine howard fast lent his writing talents and celebrity to the communist
cause as a steadfast advocate and public figure however he felt increasingly ill at ease with the superior manner party
leaders took with rank and file members and with rumors of soviet anti semitism in his first book after officially leaving the
party in 1956 howard fast explores the reasons he joined and his long inner struggle with a political movement in which he
never felt he truly belonged divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos
from the author s estate div

The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti 2011-12-13
a biography of the jewish american left wing author of spartacus that explores his identity his work and his politics howard
fast s life from a rough and tumble jewish new york street kid to the rich and famous author of close to one hundred books
rivals the horatio alger myth author of bestsellers such as citizen tom paine freedom road my glorious brothers and
spartacus fast joined the american communist party in 1943 and remained a loyal member until 1957 despite being
imprisoned for contempt of congress gerald sorin illuminates the connections among fast s jewishness his writings and his
left wing politics and explains fast s attraction to the party and the reasons he stayed in it as long as he did recounting the
story of his private and public life with its adventure and risk love and pain struggle failure and success sorin also addresses
questions such as the relationship between modern jewish identity and radical movements the consequences of political
myopia and the complex interaction of art popular culture and politics in twentieth century america a notable study of a
thorny protagonist whose life has much to reveal about the times in which he lived and about the interplay of political belief



personal identity art and ambition publishers weekly sorin has written a heavily researched critical biography of fast the
volume s strength is its explication and analysis of the complex social and political context of fast s activism and creative
work sorin s lengthy critique of fast s adherence to communism long after most american writers and intellectuals had
abandoned the party and his shameful public silence on stalin s crimes and soviet anti semitism are of significant import
recommended choice an intriguing biography not least for its examination of how fast interwove his political activism his
jewishness and his art during the heyday of mccarthyism recommended recorder melbourne

The Naked God 2011-12-27
diva pr man investigates the tortured life of a mysterious acquaintance and winds up knee deep in the wrong kind of trouble
div divfor a public relations guru like al brody witnessing death is not part of the job description but that is just what the call
from andrew capestone requires when brody arrives at his old friend s bedside it s not long before the man dies brody has
not thought of capestone his onetime harvard acquaintance for decades in the years since college he has established a
successful career gotten married gotten divorced and fallen in love with his assistant millie but everything brody has worked
for is put in peril when capestone s dead body goes missing and brody is suddenly involved in a shocking criminal cabal
divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate div

Second Generation 1978
divhoward fast s 1987 new york times bestseller a tight political drama that remains just as relevant today as when it was
first written div divfast s 1987 novel the dinner party confronts issues including american intervention in latin america and
the aids epidemic often compared to a play the dinner party takes place during a single day culminating in a party hosted by
richard cromwell a us senator whose wealthy entrepreneur father in law is building a controversial highway across central
america though powerful government interests want the highway stopped stopped international politics become deeply
personal in this novel and unfailingly serve as a commentary on contemporary politics divdiv divdivthis ebook features an
illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate div

Howard Fast 2012-11-05
a novel about george washington s trip across the delaware river and the battle of trenton by the 1 new york times
bestselling author of spartacus immortalized on canvas by emanuel leutze washington s journey across the delaware river is
one of the most celebrated moments in american history but the true story of the crossing and of what came after is often
lost in the legend in the crossing howard fast author of the immigrants and april morning writes with striking historical detail
and relentless narrative drive about washington s surprise attack leading the continental army to its revolutionary war
victory against the one thousand hessian mercenaries in trenton new jersey a momentous occasion in american history this
ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate

Millie 2011-12-20
the epic and stirring story of 4 000 years of judaism told by a 1 new york times bestselling author jewish quarterly from their
nomadic beginnings and the rise of moses to the kings david and solomon through the diaspora and the unthinkable horror
of the holocaust and culminating in the founding of the state of israel this is the sweeping tale of the jews howard fast author
of the classic spartacus displays his gift for compelling narrative throughout this eminently readable and well researched
saga in fast s telling truth is stranger and more inspiring than fiction here i decided was one of the most exciting and
romantic adventures in all the history of mankind he explains in his introduction it had a continuity that spanned most of
recorded history it was filled with drama passion tragedy and faith and with all due reverence for the scholars it pleaded for
a storyteller to tell it as a story indeed as the story of all stories fast s accomplishment is required reading not only for lovers
of great literature but also for anyone interested in the march of civilization barry holtz the editor of the schocken guide to
jewish books hails the jews as an exciting and pleasurable introduction to a four thousand year epic this ebook features an
illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate

The Dinner Party 2011-12-27
divwhen the love of his life is accused of murder a university professor will stop at nothing to prove her innocence div divon
a late night drive home ike goldman a retired columbia university law professor saves a woman from killing herself by
jumping off the george washington bridge the woman s name is elizabeth hopper and ike a widower unexpectedly finds
himself falling in love but everything changes when elizabeth s estranged husband a rich wall street executive she claims
abused her is found murdered and elizabeth is the prime suspect now ike must uncover the truth even as he fights to
protect the woman he loves divdiv divdivfast paced and suspenseful redemption is one of howard fast s last novels and a
remarkable story of love and loyalty amid the most harrowing of circumstances divdiv divdivthis ebook features an
illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate div



The Crossing 2011-12-27
foreign correspondent bruce bacon has uncovered the truth about shocking acts of genocide when he tries to tell his story
he finds himself in trouble with only a strong beautiful woman to help him

The Jews 2011-12-27
from the new york times bestselling author of the immigrant the conclusion to the lavette family saga is addictive as candy
and genuinely touching publishers weekly in the sixth and final installment of the immigrants saga fast revisits the
charismatic barbara lavette in this emotional farewell barbara the rock and matriarch of her family marries a unitarian priest
and together they travel the world though fast wrote over eighty books including spartacus april morning and freedom road
his immigrants saga remains some of his most personal and moving work this ebook features an illustrated biography of
howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate

Redemption 2011-12-27
science fiction stories from the 1 new york times bestselling author of spartacus from one of the most prolific and versatile
writers of the twentieth century the edge of tomorrow is a collection of tales that journey outside everyday boundaries to
offer insight into our own universe featuring big bugs cloned cats and feral star children these unconventional thought
provoking stories reveal much about the america of their time when the cold war and the nascent civil rights movement
stoked unconscious fears and desires from the first men about scientists tampering with genetic engineering to the large ant
about a man s thoughtless violence against nature these stories by the author of april morning and the immigrants
described by the los angeles times as one of our very best are as relevant today as when they were first written this ebook
features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate

The Pledge 1989
the 1 new york times bestselling author s firsthand account of the civil rights benefit concert attacked by a violent mob in
upstate new york in 1949 author howard fast found himself in the middle of a violent and terrifying anticommunist riot in
peekskill new york fast was the master of ceremonies at a civil rights benefit concert featuring paul robeson pete seeger and
others but local newspapers stoked anticommunist anger and the event was besieged by a mob armed with rocks clubs
fence posts and knives fast s peekskill usa is a blow by blow account of the bloody riots which led to the beating of the first
black combat pilot in the us air force eugene bullard this ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including
rare photos from the author s estate

The Establishment 1982-10-15
in this sixth novel of the immigrants series matriarch barbara lavette continues to surprise family and friends as she fights
for justice and finds love again

An Independent Woman 2011-12-27
divhoward fast s thrilling story of benjamin holt mineworker and hero of the modern labor movement div divbenjamin r holt
the tough as nails leader of the international miners union has a grand and controversial plan to unite american coal miners
in a major strike his goal is not to advance any political cause but simply to grab as much power as he can for the miners
and by any means necessary based on the life story of john l lewis who for forty years served as president of the united mine
workers of america power is an unforgettable portrait of one man whose courage changed the lives of countless others
divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the author s estate div

The Edge of Tomorrow 2011-12-13
divdiva soldier in the american revolution must struggle for his country s existence and its most precious ideals even though
it means fighting against his commanding officers divdivin 1781 jamie stuart is a twenty three year old soldier serving
amongst jews free slaves catholics native americans and others grouped together in a foreign brigade they are part of a
larger pennsylvania line that is forced to fight without pay re enlist without end and survive without basic provisions
enslaved and abused stuart and his friends join the mutiny of the entire pennsylvania line against its officers holding their
superiors accountable to the principles promised by their developing nation divdiv divdivin the proud and the free fast
brilliantly imagines a forgotten moment in american history that marked one of the nation s earliest struggles for freedom
against tyranny divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the
author s estate div div



Peekskill USA 2011-12-27
diva lawyer scrambles to save a judge killing hooker from the gallows div divno women have been hanged in san verdo since
1921 but after four decades it looks like that s about to change helen pilasky is far from a sympathetic defendant she s a
known prostitute and there is strong evidence that she murdered judge alexander knowton a supreme court justice beloved
statewide more than one hundred thousand people live in san verdo and nearly all of them want helen pilasky s neck it is
blake eddyman s job to save her divdiv divdiva well off lawyer whose once promising career has stalled blake is caught
between his ambition and his fear of failure saving helen seems impossible but he can t refuse the job she faces a charge of
murder in the first degree if convicted the sentence is automatic only blake stands between this enigmatic young woman
and the hangman divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of howard fast including rare photos from the
author s estate div

An Independent Woman 1999

Power 2011-12-27

The Proud and the Free 2011-12-13

Helen 2011-12-20
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